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Google Webmaster Guidelines
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Google Webmaster Guidelines: Following the General Guidelines below will help Google find,
index, and rank your site.
We strongly encourage you to pay very close attention to the Quality Guidelines below, which
outline some of the illicit practices that may lead to a site being removed entirely from the
Google index or otherwise affected by an algorithmic or manual spam action. If a site has
been affected by a spam action, it may no longer show up in results on Google.com or on any
of Google’s partner sites.

General Guidelines

Help Google find your pages
Ensure that all pages on the site can be reached by a link from another findable page.
The referring link should include either text or, for images, an alt attribute, that is
relevant to the target page.
Provide a sitemap file with links that point to the important pages on your site. Also,
provide a page with a human-readable list of links to these pages (sometimes called a
site index or site map page).
Limit the number of links on a page to a reasonable number (a few thousand at most).
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Make sure that your webserver correctly supports the If-Modified-Since HTTP header.
This feature directs your webserver to tell Google if your content has changed since
we last crawled your site. Supporting this feature saves you bandwidth and overhead.
Use the robots.txt file on your webserver to manage your crawling budget by
preventing crawling of infinite spaces such as search result pages. Keep your
robots.txt file up to date. Learn how to manage crawling with the robots.txt file. Test
the coverage and syntax of your robots.txt file using the robots.txt testing tool.
Ways to help Google find your site:
Submit it to Google at http://www.google.com/submityourcontent/.
Submit a Sitemap using Google Search Console. Google uses your Sitemap to learn
about the structure of your site and to increase our coverage of your webpages.
Make sure that any sites that should know about your pages are aware your site is
online.
Google Webmaster Guidelines
Help Google understand your pages
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Create a useful, information-rich site, and write pages that clearly and accurately
describe your content.
Think about the words users would type to find your pages, and make sure that your
site actually includes those words within it.
Ensure that your title elements and alt attributes are descriptive, specific, and
accurate.
Design your site to have a clear conceptual page hierarchy.
Follow our recommended best practices for images, video, and structured data.
When using a content management system (for example, Wix or WordPress), make
sure that it creates pages and links that search engines can crawl.
To help Google fully understand your site’s contents, allow all site assets that would
significantly affect page rendering to be crawled: for example, CSS and JavaScript
files that affect the understanding of the pages. The Google indexing system renders
a web page as the user would see it, including images, CSS, and JavaScript files. To
see which page assets that Googlebot cannot crawl, or to debug directives in your
robots.txt file, use the blocked resources report in Search Console and the Fetch as
Google and tools.
Allow search bots to crawl your site without session IDs or URL parameters that track
their path through the site. These techniques are useful for tracking individual user
behaviour, but the access pattern of bots is entirely different. Using these techniques
may result in incomplete indexing of your site, as bots may not be able to eliminate
URLs that look different but actually point to the same page.
Make your site’s important content visible by default. Google is able to crawl HTML
content hidden inside navigational elements such as tabs or expanding sections,
however, we consider this content less accessible to users, and believe that you
should make your most important information visible in the default page view.
Make a reasonable effort to ensure that advertisement links on your pages do not
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affect search engine rankings. For example, use or rel=”nofollow” to prevent
advertisement links from being followed by a crawler.
Google Webmaster Guidelines
Help visitors use your pages
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Try to use text instead of images to display important names, content, or links. If you
must use images for textual content, use the alt attribute to include a few words of
descriptive text.
Ensure that all links go to live web pages. Use valid HTML.
Optimize your page loading times. Fast sites make users happy and improve the
overall quality of the web (especially for those users with slow Internet connections).
Google recommends that you use tools like page speed Insights and to test the
performance of your page.
Design your site for all device types and sizes, including desktops, tablets, and
smartphones. Use the mobile-friendly testing tool to test how well your pages work
on mobile devices, and get feedback on what needs to be fixed.
Ensure that your site appears correctly in different browsers.
If possible, secure your site’s connections with HTTPS. Encrypting interactions
between the user and your website is a good practice for communication on the web.
Ensure that your pages are useful for readers with visual impairments, for example, by
testing usability with a screen-reader.
Google Webmaster Guidelines
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Quality guidelines

These quality guidelines cover the most common forms of deceptive or manipulative
behaviour, but Google may respond negatively to other misleading practices not listed here.
It’s not safe to assume that just because a specific deceptive technique isn’t included on this
page, Google approves of it. Webmasters who spend their energies upholding the spirit of the
basic principles will provide a much better user experience and subsequently enjoy better
ranking than those who spend their time looking for loopholes they can exploit.
If you believe that another site is abusing Google’s quality guidelines, please let us know
by filing a spam report. Google prefers developing scalable and automated solutions to
problems, so we attempt to minimize hand-to-hand spam fighting. While we may not take
manual action in response to every report, spam reports are prioritized based on user impact,
and in some cases may lead to a complete removal of a spammy site from Google’s search
results. Not all manual actions result in removal, however. Even in cases where we take
action on a reported site, the effects of these actions may not be obvious.
Basic principles
Make pages primarily for users, not for search engines.
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Don’t deceive your users.
Avoid tricks intended to improve search engine rankings. A good rule of thumb is
whether you’d feel comfortable explaining what you’ve done to a website that
competes with you, or to a Google employee. Another useful test is to ask, “Does this
help my users? Would I do this if search engines didn’t exist?”
Think about what makes your website unique, valuable, or engaging. Make your
website stand out from others in your field.

Specific guidelines
Avoid the following techniques:

Automatically generated content
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Automatically generated-or “auto-generated”-content is content that’s been generated
programmatically. Often this will consist of paragraphs of random text that make no sense to
the reader but which may contain search keywords.
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Some examples of auto-generated content include:
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Text translated by an automated tool without human review or curation before
publishing
Text generated through automated processes, such as Markov chains
Text generated using automated synonymizing or obfuscation techniques
Text generated from scraping Atom/RSS feeds or search results
Stitching or combining content from different web pages without adding sufficient
value
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Participating in link schemes
Any links intended to manipulate PageRank or a site’s ranking in Google search results may
be considered part of a link scheme and a violation of Google’s Webmaster Guidelines. This
includes any behaviour that manipulates links to your site or outgoing links from your site.
The following are examples of link schemes which can negatively impact a site’s ranking in
search results:
Buying or selling links that pass PageRank. This includes exchanging money for links,
or posts that contain links; exchanging goods or services for links; or sending
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someone a “free” product in exchange for them writing about it and including a link
Excessive link exchanges (“Link to me and I’ll link to you”) or partner pages
exclusively for the sake of cross-linking
Large-scale article marketing or guest posting campaigns with keyword-rich anchor
text links
Using automated programs or services to create links to your site
Additionally, creating links that weren’t editorially placed or vouched for by the site’s owner
on a page, otherwise known as unnatural links, can be considered a violation of our
guidelines. Here are a few common examples of unnatural links that may violate our
guidelines:
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Text advertisements that pass PageRank
Advertorials or native advertising where payment is received for articles that include
links that pass PageRank
Links with optimized anchor text in articles or press releases distributed on other
sites. For example:
There are many wedding rings on the market. If you want to have a wedding, you will
have to pick the best ring. You will also need to buy flowers and a wedding dress.
Low-quality directory or bookmark site links
Keyword-rich, hidden or low-quality links embedded in widgets that are distributed
across various sites, for example:
Visitors to this page: 1,472
car insurance
Widely distributed links in the footers or templates of various sites
Forum comments with optimized links in the post or signature, for example:
Thanks, that’s great info!
– Paul
paul’s pizza san diego pizza best pizza san diego

Note that PPC (pay-per-click) advertising links that don’t pass PageRank to the buyer of the
ad do not violate our guidelines. You can prevent PageRank from passing in several ways,
such as:
Adding a rel=”nofollow” attribute to the tag
Redirecting the links to an intermediate page that is blocked from search engines
with a robots.txt file
The best way to get other sites to create high-quality, relevant links to yours is to create
unique, relevant content that can naturally gain popularity in the Internet community.
Creating good content pays off: Links are usually editorial votes given by choice, and the
more useful content you have, the greater the chances someone else will find that content
valuable to their readers and link to it.
If you see a site that is participating in link schemes intended to manipulate PageRank, let us
know. We’ll use your information to improve our algorithmic detection of such links.
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Buying or selling links that pass PageRank. This includes exchanging money for links,
or posts that contain links; exchanging goods or services for links, or sending
someone a “free” product in exchange for them writing about it and including a link
Excessive link exchanges (“Link to me and I’ll link to you”) or partner pages
exclusively for the sake of cross-linking
Large-scale article marketing or guest posting campaigns with keyword-rich anchor
text links
Using automated programs or services to create links to your site
Additionally, creating links that weren’t editorially placed or vouched for by the site’s owner
on a page, otherwise known as unnatural links, can be considered a violation of our
guidelines. Here are a few common examples of unnatural links that may violate our
guidelines:
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Text advertisements that pass PageRank
Advertorials or native advertising where payment is received for articles that include
links that pass PageRank
Links with optimized anchor text in articles or press releases distributed on other
sites. For example:
There are many wedding rings on the market. If you want to have a wedding, you will
have to pick the best ring. You will also need to buy flowers and a wedding dress.
Low-quality directory or bookmark site links
Keyword-rich, hidden or low-quality links embedded in widgets that are distributed
across various sites, for example:
Visitors to this page: 1,472
car insurance
Widely distributed links in the footers or templates of various sites
Forum comments with optimized links in the post or signature, for example:
Thanks, that’s great info!
– Paul
paul’s pizza san diego pizza best pizza san diego

Note that PPC (pay-per-click) advertising links that don’t pass PageRank to the buyer of the
ad do not violate our guidelines. You can prevent PageRank from passing in several ways,
such as:
Adding a rel=”nofollow” attribute to the tag
Redirecting the links to an intermediate page that is blocked from search engines
with a robots.txt file
The best way to get other sites to create high-quality, relevant links to yours is to create
unique, relevant content that can naturally gain popularity in the Internet community.
Creating good content pays off: Links are usually editorial votes given by choice, and the
more useful content you have, the greater the chances someone else will find that content
valuable to their readers and link to it.
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If you see a site that is participating in link schemes intended to manipulate PageRank, let us
know. We’ll use your information to improve our algorithmic detection of such links.

Creating pages with little or no original content
One of the most important steps in improving your site’s ranking in Google search results is
to ensure that it contains plenty of rich information that includes relevant keywords, used
appropriately, that indicate the subject matter of your content.
However, some webmasters attempt to improve their pages’ ranking and attract visitors by
creating pages with many words but little or no authentic content. Google will take action
against domains that try to rank more highly by just showing scraped or other cookie-cutter
pages that don’t add substantial value to users.
Examples include:
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Autogenerated content
Doorway pages
Content from other sources. For example, Scraped content or low-quality guest blog
posts
Thin affiliate sites
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If your site has been removed from our search results, review our Webmaster Guidelines
(including the above links) for more information. Once you’ve made your changes and are
confident that your site no longer violates our guidelines, submit your site for reconsideration
.
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Cloaking
Cloaking refers to the practice of presenting different content or URLs to human users and
search engines. Cloaking is considered a violation of Google’s Webmaster Guidelines because
it provides our users with different results than they expected.
Some examples of cloaking include:
Serving a page of HTML text to search engines, while showing a page of images or
Flash to users
Inserting text or keywords into a page only when the User-agent requesting the page
is a search engine, not a human visitor
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If your site uses technologies that search engines have difficulty accessing, like JavaScript,
images, or Flash, see our recommendations for making that content accessible to search
engines and users without cloaking.
If a site gets hacked, it’s not uncommon for the hacker to use cloaking to make the hack
harder for the site owner to detect. Read more about hacked sites.

Sneaky redirects
Redirecting is the act of sending a visitor to a different URL than the one they initially
requested. There are many good reasons to redirect one URL to another, such as when
moving your site to a new address, or consolidating several pages into one.
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However, some redirects deceive search engines or display content to human users that are
different than that made available to crawlers. It’s a violation of Google Webmaster
Guidelines to redirect a user to a different page with the intent to display content other than
what was made available to the search engine crawler. When a redirect is implemented in
this way, a search engine might index the original page rather than follow the redirect, while
users are taken to the redirect target. Like cloaking, this practise is deceptive because it
attempts to display different content to users and to Googlebot, and can take a visitor
somewhere other than where they expected to go.
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Some examples of sneaky redirects include:
Search engines showed one type of content while users are redirected to something
significantly different.
Desktop users receive a normal page, while mobile users are redirected to a
completely different spam domain.

Using JavaScript to redirect users can be a legitimate practice. For example, if you redirect
users to an internal page once they’re logged in, you can use JavaScript to do so. When
examining JavaScript or other redirect methods to ensure your site adheres to our guidelines,
consider the intent. Keep in mind that 301 redirects are best when moving your site, but you
could use a JavaScript redirect for this purpose if you don’t have access to your website’s
server.
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Hidden text or links
Hiding text or links in your content to manipulate Google’s search rankings can be seen as
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deceptive and is a violation of Google’s Webmaster Guidelines. Text (such as excessive
keywords) can be hidden in several ways, including:
Using white text on a white background
Locating text behind an image
Using CSS to position text off-screen
Setting the font size to 0
Hiding a link by only linking one small character—for example, a hyphen in the
middle of a paragraph
When evaluating your site to see if it includes hidden text or links, look for anything that’s
not easily viewable by visitors of your site. Are any text or links there solely for search
engines rather than visitors?
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However, not all hidden text is considered deceptive. For example, if your site includes
technologies that search engines have difficulty accessing, like JavaScript, images, or Flash
files, using descriptive text for these items can improve the accessibility of your site.
Remember that many human visitors using screen readers, mobile browsers, browsers
without plug-ins, and slow connections will not be able to view that content either and will
benefit from the descriptive text as well. You can test your site’s accessibility by turning off
JavaScript, Flash, and images in your browser, or by using a text-only browser such as Lynx.
Some tips on making your site accessible include:
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Images: Use the alt attribute to provide descriptive text. In addition, we recommend
using a human-readable caption and descriptive text around the image. See this
article for more advice on publishing images.
JavaScript: Place the same content from the JavaScript in a noscript
Videos: Include descriptive text about the video in HTML. You might also consider
providing transcripts. See this article for more advice on publishing videos.

Doorway pages
Doorways are sites or pages created to rank highly for specific search queries. They are bad
for users because they can lead to multiple similar pages in user search results, where each
result ends up taking the user to essentially the same destination. They can also lead users to
intermediate pages that are not as useful as the final destination.
Here are some examples of doorways:
Having multiple domain names or pages targeted at specific regions or cities that
funnel users to one page
Pages generated to funnel visitors into the actual usable or relevant portion of your
site(s)
Substantially similar pages that are closer to search results than a clearly defined,
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browseable hierarchy

Scraped content
Some webmasters use content is taken (“scraped”) from other, more reputable sites on the
assumption that increasing the volume of pages on their site is a good long-term strategy
regardless of the relevance or uniqueness of that content. Purely scraped content, even from
high-quality sources, may not provide any added value to your users without additional
useful services or content provided by your site; it may also constitute copyright infringement
in some cases. It’s worthwhile to take the time to create original content that sets your site
apart. This will keep your visitors coming back and will provide more useful results for users
searching on Google.
Some examples of scraping include:
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Sites that copy and republish content from other sites without adding any original
content or value
Sites that copy content from other sites, modify it slightly (for example, by
substituting synonyms or using automated techniques), and republish it
Sites that reproduce content feeds from other sites without providing some type of
unique organization or benefit to the user
Sites dedicated to embedding content such as video, images, or other media from
other sites without substantial added value to the user
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Participating in affiliate programs without adding sufficient value
Our Webmaster Guidelines advise you to create websites with original content that adds
value for users. This is particularly important for sites that participate in affiliate programs.
Typically, affiliate websites feature product descriptions that appear on sites across that
affiliate network. As a result, sites featuring mostly content from affiliate networks can suffer
in Google’s search rankings, because they do not have enough added value content that
differentiates them from other sites on the web. Added value means additional meaningful
content or features, such as additional information about price, purchasing location, or
product category.
Google believes that pure, or “thin,” affiliate websites do not provide additional value for web
users, especially (but not only) if they are part of a program that distributes its content across
a network of affiliates. These sites often appear to be cookie-cutter sites or template the
same or similar content replicated within the same site, or across multiple domains or
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languages. Because a search results page could return several of these sites, all with the
same content, thin affiliates create a frustrating user experience.
Examples of thin affiliates:
Pages with product affiliate links on which the product descriptions and reviews are
copied directly from the original merchant without any original content or added
value.
Pages of product affiliation where the majority of the site is made for affiliation and
contains a limited amount of original content or added value for users.
Not every site that participates in an affiliate program is a thin affiliate. Good affiliates add
value, for example by offering original product reviews, ratings, navigation of products or
categories, and product comparisons. If you participate in an affiliate program, there are a
number of steps you can take to help your site stand out and differentiate your site:
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Affiliate program content should form only a minor part of the content of your site if
the content adds no additional features.
Ask yourself why a user would want to visit your site first rather than visiting the
original merchant directly. Make sure your site adds substantial value beyond simply
republishing content available from the original merchant.
When selecting an affiliate program, choose a product category appropriate for your
intended audience. The more targeted the affiliate program is to your site’s content,
the more value it will add and the more likely you will be to rank better in Google
search results and make money from the program. For example, a well-maintained
site about hiking in the Alps could consider an affiliate partnership with a supplier
who sells hiking books rather than office supplies.
Use your website to build community among your users. This will help build a loyal
readership, and can also create a source of information on the subject you are writing
about. For example, discussion forums, user reviews, and blogs all offer unique
content and provide value to users.
Keep your content updated and relevant. Fresh, on-topic information increases the
likelihood that your content will be crawled by Googlebot and clicked on by users.

Pure affiliate sites consisting of content that appears in many other places on the web are
highly unlikely to perform well in Google search results and maybe negatively perceived by
search engines. Unique, relevant content provides value to users and distinguishes your site
from other affiliates, making it more likely to rank well in Google search results.
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Loading pages with irrelevant keywords
“Keyword stuffing” refers to the practice of loading a webpage with keywords or numbers in
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an attempt to manipulate a site’s ranking in Google search results. Often these keywords
appear in a list or group, or out of context (not as natural prose). Filling pages with keywords
or numbers results in a negative user experience, and can harm your site’s ranking. Focus on
creating useful, information-rich content that uses keywords appropriately and in context.
Examples of keyword stuffing include:
Lists of phone numbers without substantial added value
Blocks of text listing cities and states a webpage is trying to rank for
Repeating the same words or phrases so often that it sounds unnatural, for example:
We sell custom cigar humidors. Our custom cigar humidors are handmade. If you’re
thinking of buying a custom cigar humidor, please contact our custom cigar humidor
specialists at custom.cigar.humidors@example.com.

Creating pages with malicious behaviour, such as phishing or installing viruses,
trojans, or other badware
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Distributing content or software on your website that behaves in a way other than what a
user expected is a violation of Google Webmaster Guidelines. This includes anything that
manipulates content on the page in an unexpected way, downloads or executes files on a
user’s computer without their consent, or does not comply with the Google Unwanted
Software Policy. Google not only aims to give its users the most relevant search results for
their queries but also to keep them safe on the web.
Some examples of malicious behaviour include:
Changing or manipulating the location of content on a page, so that when a user
thinks they’re clicking on a particular link or button the click is actually registered by
a different part of the page
Injecting new ads or pop-ups on pages, or swapping out existing ads on a webpage
with different ads, or promoting or installing software that does so
Including unwanted files in a download that a user requested
Installing malware, trojans, spyware, ads or viruses on a user’s computer
Changing a user’s browser homepage or search preferences without the user’s
informed consent

Abusing rich snippets markup
Be sure to follow the general structured data guidelines, as well as any guidelines specific to
your structured data type; otherwise your structured data might be ineligible for rich result
display in Google Search.
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Sending automated queries to Google
Google’s Terms of Service do not allow the sending of automated queries of any sort to our
system without express permission in advance from Google. Sending automated queries
consumes resources and includes using any software (such as WebPosition Gold) to send
automated queries to Google to determine how a website or webpage ranks in Google search
results for various queries. In addition to rank checking, other types of automated access to
Google without permission are also a violation of our Webmaster Guidelines and Terms of
Service.
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Follow good practices like these:
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Monitoring your site for hacking and removing hacked content as soon as it appears
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Hacked content is any content placed on your site without your permission as a result of
vulnerabilities in your site’s security. In order to protect our users and to maintain the
integrity of our search results, Google tries its best to keep hacked content out of our search
results. Hacked content gives poor search results to our users and can potentially install
malicious content on their machines. We recommend that you keep your site secure, and
clean up hacked content when you find it.
Some examples of hacking include:
Injected content
When hackers gain access to your website, they might try to inject malicious content
into existing pages on your site. This often takes the form of malicious JavaScript
injected directly into the site, or into iframes.
Added content
Sometimes, due to security flaws, hackers are able to add new pages to your site that
contain spammy or malicious content. These pages are often meant to manipulate
search engines. Your existing pages might not show signs of hacking, but these newlycreated pages could harm your site’s visitors or your performance in search results.
Hidden content
Hackers might also try to subtly manipulate existing pages on your site. Their goal is
to add content to your site that search engines can see but which may be harder for
you and your users to spot. This can involve adding hidden links or hidden text to a
page by using CSS or HTML, or it can involve more complex changes like cloaking.
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Redirects
Hackers might inject malicious code to your website that redirects some users to
harmful or spammy pages. The kind of redirect sometimes depends on referrer, useragent, or device. For example, clicking a URL in Google search results could redirect
you to a suspicious page, but there is no redirect when you visit the same URL directly
from a browser.
Remember, the most effective way to combat hacking is to prevent it from happening in the
first place. Here are our tips on both preventing hacked content and cleaning it up.
Google Webmaster Guidelines

Preventing and removing user-generated spam on your site
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Google’s Webmaster Guidelines outline best practices for website owners, and the use of
techniques that violate our guidelines may cause us to take action on a site. However, not all
violations of our Webmaster Guidelines are related to content created intentionally by a site’s
owner. Sometimes, spam can be generated on a good site by malicious visitors or users. This
spam is usually generated on sites that allow users to create new pages or otherwise add
content to the site.
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If you receive a warning from Google about this type of spam, the good news is that we
generally believe your site is of sufficient quality that we didn’t see a need to take manual
action on the whole site. However, if your site has too much user-generated spam on it, that
can affect our assessment of the site, which may eventually result in us taking manual action
on the whole site.
Some examples of spammy user-generated content include:
Spammy accounts on free hosts
Spammy posts on forum threads
Comment spam on blogs
Since spammy user-generated content can pollute Google search results, we recommend you
actively monitor and remove this type of spam from your site. Here are several tips on how to
prevent abuse of your site’s public areas.
If your site violates one or more of these guidelines, then Google may take manual action
against it. Once you have remedied the problem, you can submit your site for reconsideration
.
* A reconsideration request is a request to have Google review your site after you fix
problems identified in a manual action notification. To learn more about manual actions and
reasons why your site might receive one, read our article on manual actions.
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